
25. Tear your heart out - September&October 2018 
 

Just looking in my diary : 8 September - final swim of summer, sea temperature 25°C  

Time of writing, now : 14 December, sea temperature  10°C . Brrr… 

(I think you may safely conclude 8 September was the final swim of the year.) 

After swim, then, one day left to get brain, bags, and music together for the morrow : 16h20 Aer 
Lingus from Nice…..driver awaiting my arrival at Dublin airport, hit Wexford circa 21h local time.  

Just enough 
daylight left to 
recognise dear 
old number 8, 
Davitt Rd. 
North, chuck 
suitcases inside 
front door, 
quick dash 
down to Tesco, 
grab something 
for supper and 
tomorrow’s 
breakfast…… 

 

 

Next morning, plunging into meetings with artistic director, company manager etc, meet-and-greet, 
followed by first chorus rehearsals, afternoon & early evening. 

To round off a hard day’s work, straight down to Simon’s Place with the lads for a point er 

Butter er tree, then fish and chips from Sharky’s. These are the only British Isles things I miss, 
living here in France - oh, and cathedral evensong (not much of that in Wexford though).     
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Most of the first week in Wexford is taken up with chorus-only music rehearsals, individuals being 
pulled out for the odd initial costume fitting. Everybody arrives with notes learnt (in the contract), 
but during that week my job is to nail pronunciation and clarity of text (this year’s operas were all in 
Italian – oh, and two in American), establish vocal homogeneity (not always easy with operatic 
voices), attend to balance whilst nurturing the appropriate dramatic colours, keep focus on accurate 
intonation, plus ensure correct rhythm, tempi, and dynamics, having collaborated on each opera 
with the conductor beforehand. Finally, just make sure everybody has everything memorised before 
the arrival of principals, conductors and stage directors over the following weekend. 

We’re talking about three full-length operas here, where my choristers will be doing their usual job, 
plus in some cases taking on secondary roles, which I will have checked through with them. Not only 
that, but there are three additional shortworks - ie either cut-down full-length operas, or one-
acters which are performed with piano, and where choristers are cast in principal roles. So that’s six 
operas to be musically in good shape, committed to memory, and ready to go. This year, in addition, 
they had to sing Handel’s Dixit Dominus onstage in a concert on the very last day of the Festival – 
almost two months later! That, too, had to be eased onto the road by the end of our music week ….. 

Why all this in one week? Well because after that I scarcely see them on their own – it’s over to the 
production teams. Thereafter I’m lucky if I get one coro music session a week to catch up on details 
which inevitably go by the wayside once they’re onstage. I am present at all staging rehearsals, so 
can scream and shout when it’s my turn, but most of that’s the stage director’s prerogative and I 
have to take second (or third) place - after the conductor’s had his bit to say. 

It may amuse you to reflect that we have just over 5 weeks to prepare 6 operas – simultaneously. 
Considering most opera houses spend a month or more on one new production, the arithmetic is 

challenging - not least 
because of the 

demands on 
rehearsal space. 

Prime target of 
course is the 
mainstage of the 
opera house 
itself. 

Available for each 
opera initially for 
a mere two days 
at a time, before 
handng over to 
one of the other 
productions. 

 

So where does everybody go to rehearse when it’s not their turn to hog the mainstage? 

Well, there are various possibilities, dependent upon what exactly is being rehearsed. Is it just a duet 
scene between two people, or a full ensemble number involving entire cast and chorus? 
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In the latter case only one other space presents itself – the Jerome Hynes theatre (yes, I know, not a 
typo – you’re thinking of Jerome Hines, the great American bass), downstairs in the Opera House. 

This is actually a double-whammy view – one with the seating in place, and the other half of the 
picture with the seating retracted. All chairs just disappear into the wall within a trice, leaving 
available precious rehearsal space vaguely resembling the mainstage, if a slightly cramped version. 

Anyone for bingo? 

This is the old Dun Mhuire theatre, down the 
Main Street, believe it or not, where the 
festival actually took place once or twice 
during reconstruction work. 

Everyone can fit in – indeed the orchestra 
uses it when it comes to Sitzprobe time, prior 
to which they rehearse at the National 
Concert Hall in Dublin. But it’s best as a bingo 
hall – damp, musty, and generally dilapidated, 
rather like the people who play bingo in it. 

For smaller, more intimate opera 
scenes between fewer characters, 
stage directors can rehearse in 
spaces like this bar-cum-
restaurant in the opera house. 

It’s also used for shortworks and 
chorus music-only sessions 
(where everyone is seated of 
course). 

That’s only one part of the 
equation, as a lot of these 
rehearsals are taking place at the 
same time. 

What are you going to do if someone is singing in the Il Bravo chorus on mainstage, while playing a 
secondary, but important role in L’Oracolo, which is being rehearsed downstairs…? 
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Just as a shortwork in which they are involved is getting under way in the bar with its first production 
rehearsal? Yessir - all three at the same time……. 

Indeed - the complications. A scheduling nightmare. As a result some people work their arses off 
constantly, while others get several free days in a row, particularly during the final stages of dress 
rehearsals. Star singers in major principal roles, conductors, and stage directors all fall into the latter 
category, as they’re involved in only one opera of the six, which is fine, as long as they bear in mind 
that the rest of us are walking dead! 

I say that, but the stage directors are involved in the early stages with setting up the production 
technically, which involves many hours of sitting in the dark theatre, fixing lighting cues and making 
the stage machinery work precisely according to the planned timings. It might interest you to know 
that the change-over from one opera to another starts immediately after the final curtain on opera 
A, continues through the night and well into the following morning, so that the main house is always 
unavailable for rehearsal on opera B until the afternoon of the next day. 

Conductors, too, have their private responsibilities, like travelling over to Dublin for preliminary 
readings with the orchestra alone, prior to the subsequent step in the production cycle, the 
Sitzprobe, where singers and musicians meet for the first time, focusing purely on the music, 
rehearsing in concert setup - as the name “seated rehearsal” implies - without the distractions of 
movement, acting, costumes, makeup, wigs, technical stage machinery, scene-changes etc. 

Just to give you an idea of the intensity of work at peak periods – on a particular day during our third 
week, having already done six hours in Wexford at the Opera House, I leapt into a taxi for the two-
and-a-half-hour drive to Dublin, rehearsed with the orchestra for a further 2 hours on Handel’s Dixit 
Dominus, before jumping back into the taxi for the drive back to Wexford, arriving after 11pm for a 
quick kip prior to attacking the next day’s gruelling schedule in the theatre. 

At the end of the orchestra session, which drew to its close precisely at the appointed time – 20h – I 
said, looking everybody straight in the eye, “Thanks ladies and gentlemen – now, dinner at eight”. 

Loud groan. 

National Concert Hall, Dublin 
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Dinner at Eight happened to be the title of the new American opera by William Bolcom which they 
had been rehearsing all afternoon prior to my arrival. 

A moment or two later the penny dropped… 

“Just kidding – enjoy your evening!” 

Card on the mantelpiece :- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The septet of singers from our excellent Wexford chorus, singing the number which opens the show. 

 (Another op’nin’, another show?  Well, Kiss me Kate did kind of leap to mind….) 

That septet of young singers above is positioned where they cannot fail to deliver clear text, their 
voices coming straight downstage, able to transmit meaning directly by facing the audience.  

Note how the stage director places his singers onstage – is it always to the best possible advantage 
of the work on hand?  

Don’t quote me, but these days we all too easily slip into “singer proof” default mode, meaning that 
what appears onstage visually distracts from any possible vocal deficiencies. Trouble is, that can 
easily distract - detract even - from any vocal excellence which might be hanging around up there. 

Inevitably, then, we find ourselves in a chicken and egg situation.  
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What am I talking about? Have a look at this :- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1839 – Italy was still in thrall to bel canto, where the voice meant everything. The message of the 
drama was transmitted through the inflexions, power, and, at the same time, subtleties of vocal 
utterance, while large ensemble scenes were included to pin the audience back into the seats with 
sheer sonic boom. (NB the term audience being a late 14thC description, meaning the act or state of 
hearing, action or condition of listening.) 

These are immutable parameters – not fashionable, state-of-the-art notions. 

Typically, scenes in the latter category involve pageantry&processions, or, by contrast, sudden 
dramatic entrances as in a peasant uprising, where everyone comes on screaming vengeance. In any 
event the composer generally provides a goodly amount of orchestral music for the chorus to enter, 
take up singing positions and subsequently when the singing’s over, cover the group exit whilst 
maintaining the dramatic tension until the last person is off the stage. 

Sooo….. why not get them to wait until the orchestra has completed the introduction before bringing 
them on in dribs and drabs whilst singing? Great idea. Then dispose them around the place so that 
very few are actually facing the audience - singing straight across the stage preferably, the sound 
traveling directly into the wings. Include a fair number of non-singing supernumeraries carrying long 
gondola paddles and canopies to block the singers’ view of the conductor, and above all make sure 
that the choristers are not placed in their vocal groups, further impeding homogeneity by having 
individuals or pairs walk around aimlessly, singing upstage or, ideally, into the wings. Brilliant! 

Then - best of all – have the focus of attention on a distracting, irrelevant, mute activity right at the 
front, making sure that the choristers who do get to face downstage are shoved to the very back, so 
their singing can’t be heard. By the way, that thinly populated spot you’re looking at – centre front 
of stage - is absolutely key, because it’s where the singing acoustic is at its very best………. 
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Have I forgotten anything?  

Oh yeah – make sure they go offstage whilst singing, despite the composer’s intentions, so the vocal 
imbalance of their fragmented entrance is matched by a similarly patchy conclusion. 

No names, no pack drill. 

 Look how lovely the house is, seen from the stage. Don’t forget it’s now the National Opera House 
of Ireland, a title it thoroughly deserves. It’s one of the best small-to-medium-sized theatres in the 
world – visiting international artists all without exception confirm that. 

Sad then, that there were visibly empty seats during the run – something I have never yet 
experienced in my six seasons to date. Normally the place is packed and you simply can’t get a seat 
unless you book literally months ahead. Brexit, say the staff in charge of public and media relations.  

This year’s very 
talented group 
of young singers 
who make up 
the Wexford 
chorus   > 

A crippling 
schedule for 
them this year, 
as there were 
many 3-session 
days, starting at 
9h30 in the 
morning and 
finishing after 
23h at night.  

Day after day, it 
beats the hell 
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out of you, and very much depends on an excellent group dynamic to make things work. In that 
respect we were cheered up by the high-spirited kiddies’ chorus in the double bill of Leoni’s 
l’Oracolo and Giordano’s Mala vita – both marvellous pieces, by the way. 

 

The kids came along to 
one of our early chorus 
music sessions, more to 
catch a glimpse of how 
professionals work than 
for any other reason. 

I got them to sing, and it 
sounded like Sunday-
school hymns – not 
quite the stuff of Italian 
verismo….. 

The charming Oirish 
diphthongs and 
triphthongs didn’t really 
help things along, but                         

 

by the time we got to stage rehearsals they were starting to sound quite the article, singing with 
pure Italianate vowels, letting their voices rip as per requirements, thanks to the hard-working 
Elizabeth Stuttard who trained them, in addition to her main job of operating the surtitles during 
performance In the theatre. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 L'Oracolo by Leoni 
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Rodula Gaetanu, who directed the fabulous production of Barber’s Vanessa two seasons ago, again 
worked her magic on the two neglected verismo… 

…er….masterpieces I was about to say,  

but that’s maybe a step too far. Nevertheless she certainly helped us believe in both operas as 
cogent examples of the Italian verismo school, as did the conductor Francesco Cilluffo with his 
genuine flare for this niche of the repertoire. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Oooh, but look – the chorus is singing and dancing, I hear you exclaim. THAT surely can’t do much for 
the sound….. 

Well, an element of truth, but in this case it was a dancing scene, explicitly delineated as such in the 
score, with music adapted to the event. Besides, you’ll see the chorus members are grouped closely 
together, not fragmented into small clumps. They’re also occupying the acoustic hotspot downstage 
centre, and singing in front of a hard, reflective surface, so that their sound is pushed out over the 
orchestra into the auditorium. 

Rodula, the stage director, also happens to be a graduate of the Sorbonne - in musicology! 

These two operas decisively won the accolades from the audience every night, and were satisfyingly 
well cast, particularly the male roles.  

Sergio Escobar, the Spanish tenor is decidedly a name to watch – and we had no less than three 
Korean baritones who not only ticked all the boxes, but were an utter pleasure to work with.  

Joo Won Kang we’d already seen and heard in Donizetti’s Maria de Rudenz a couple of seasons ago – 
a wonderful rich, creamy, velvety baritone voice. Not huge, but carries beautifully. This time, in 
addition, he revealed strong dramatic colours in his singing. The other two, Leon Kim and Benjamin 
Cho, both live and work in Italy, and sing like the Italians that they aren’t. 

Giordano's Mala Vita 
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             Enormously as I admire 
Rodula’s work, I thought maybe she 
pushed the boat out a tiny bit too far 
at the conclusion of L’Oracolo. 

Here’s the story: 

Uin-Sci, a distinguished medical man 
(Leon Kim, standing), is supposed to 
strangle Cim-Fen (Joo Won Kang, 
kneeling) in revenge for having 
murdered his son. 

That’s according to the libretto…. 

Oh no he doesn’t – wait! 

He actually breaks his neck with an 
expert twist of the head, then, as 
Cim-Fen lies dead on the ground, 
proceeds to open up his chest with a 
surgeon’s knife. Then, seizing a 
meat-cleaver, he smashes open the 
ribcage and pulls out the heart, 
which he holds aloft as he croons out 
the last couple of phrases in a rather 
self-satisfied manner. Well, why not? 

The back cover of the double bill vocal score has this 
printed on the inside page.  

Very appropriate, I thought. 

I showed it to Francesco during a rehearsal and he 
couldn’t help wondering what the Heavy Operas might 
be like……. 


